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AFA Authorizes STRIKE VOTE

Your Hawaiian MEC leaders met with AFA International President, Sara Nelson, and
Director of Collective Bargaining, Joe Burns, to authorize a strike vote by Hawaiian
Airlines Flight Attendants. This step is required under AFA’s Constitution and Bylaws
prior to a strike vote being taken. 

Your leadership does not take this move lightly.  Management’s concessions are
alarming and threaten our careers and our futures. The time to push back is NOW.  

What does “Strike Vote Authorization” mean?

This move gives your leadership the ability to call for a strike vote by the Flight
Attendants should our MEC determine such action is needed after assessing progress
made in mediation. 

To be clear, this step authorizes the MEC to decide whether or not to have the strike
vote; it does not set the date for such a vote.  Those decisions depend on the further
progress of negotiations. Prior to any strike vote, your leadership and the Negotiating
Committee will conduct an education campaign that will prepare you to make an
informed decision. 

What’s Driving this Decision?

Although the company has been very profitable for quite some time, management's
proposals include concessions in 401(k) contributions and health care premiums which
in most situations would mean we would end up making less than we are today!
Management must understand that this is unacceptable and that we will defend our
career and fight for advancement. 

What Happens Next?

We will continue to negotiate with management and monitor our progress.  A strike
vote must be timed to maximize effectiveness in the negotiations process. In the
meantime, we will focus on educating all Flight Attendants about the importance of a
strong strike vote. We will explain AFA’s brand of CHAOS striking: maximum impact on
the company with minimum exposure for Flight Attendants.

Defending our Career

To help us with this education effort, we are enlisting front-line FAs (the MOB) to get



correct information out to all Flight Attendants. It is essential that you pay close
attention to the information distributed by AFA, and be skeptical of rumors and
information that does not come directly from your union as we “navigate” this
process. 

Where Do I Get the Correct Information?

Come to the HNL membership meeting on Wednesday, September 18th from
0930-1130 and 1230-1430

READ the Strike Vote Information

READ the C.H.A.O.S. Q & A

Get the correct information from our negotiations web site
(www.afacontract2017.org) and from our MOB Facebook page.

If you have questions, email us at afacontract2017@halafa.org

Talk to us in the lounge

Read the updates sent via email

In Solidarity, 
The Negotiating Committee
Sharon Soper, Diana Huihui, Ka'imi Lee, Martin Gusman, Jeff Fuke, and Paula
Mastrangelo - AFA Senior Staff Negotiator
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